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Wireless microphones and IEM systems currently 

operate as a “Secondary Service” in a band of UHF 

Frequencies between 520 MHz and 820 MHz. This 

band of frequencies is primarily used for Free To Air 

Television transmission.

Wireless mics and IEM systems operate as a 

Secondary Service under a Class Licence which 

permits them to be used on frequencies not licenced 

to a TV station in any particular area. It is illegal to 

operate a wireless audio system on a frequency 

licenced to a TV station in the same location. 

Wireless audio systems operate on the frequencies 

between those used by the TV stations.

Wireless Audio systems operate in the UHF band



Digital Dividend is the term that is used to describe a band of 

frequencies between 694 MHz and 820 MHz. This frequency band 

is being cleared of existing users so that it can be used for mobile 

telecommunications in the future.

This application is being driven by the growth in the amount of 

mobile data traffic which is forecast for the coming years.

Growth of mobile data use is predicted at a rate of 78% year on 

year for each of the next 5 years, as shown in this graph which 

references data from Cisco.

The whole CISCO report can be accessed here.

This extra mobile data traffic demands that more “bandwidth” is 

made available for it.

Wireless Audio systems operate in the UHF band
•	 Mobile data use is growing rapidly

•	 Mobile Devices require more frequencies to work on

Read the whole report here.

1 Exa byte = 1 million terabytes   T/Byte = 1018

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/collateral/ns341/ns525/ns537/ns705/ns827/white_paper_c11-520862.pdf
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/collateral/ns341/ns525/ns537/ns705/ns827/white_paper_c11-520862.pdf


The clearing of the Digital Dividend and the sale of usage rights is 

happening across the globe. It has already happened in the USA 

and parts of Europe, and is in the process of happening in Australia 

and New Zealand.

In Australia the Federal Government held an auction for the usage 

rights to the Digital Dividend in April 2013. Telstra and Optus made 

successful bids and will have usage rights from 1 January 2015. The 

auction generated just under $2 billion in revenue.



Let’s have a look at what is happening, why and when.

This shows the four stages which will be used to deliver 

a “clear” digital dividend. 

It is diagrammatic only, to help illustrate the process. The actual 

situation is far more complex than it appears here.

Stage 1

Stage 1 shows how Analogue TV stations (yellow blocks) are spread 

across the range of frequencies between 520 MHz and 820 MHZ. 

Each station is 7 MHz wide, and because of technical reasons they 

cannot be allocated adjacent to each other. 

You can see gaps of unused spectrum (the blue areas) and it is on 

these frequencies that our existing wireless audio systems have 

been operating, between the TV stations.



Stage 2 shows the situation as Digital TV stations (the pink blocks) 

have been introduced. They are still spaced apart, between the 

existing analogue transmitters. The band has become more 

crowded, but there are still gaps in which wireless audio systems 

can work.

Stage 2

Most of the digital TV transmitters that will exist have been 

switched on.



Stage 3 sees the analogue TV transmitters being switched off, a 

process which is well underway. The analogue TV transmitters are 

being switched off on a region by region basis, with the first region 

being Mildura in North West Victoria switched off in October 2010.

Stage 3

This process will continue until the end of 2013, when the major 

capital cities will have their analogue TV transmitters switched off.



Stage 4 is a process known as the “Re-stack”. This is when the 

Digital TV transmitters will have their frequencies changed, with all 

of them moved to the band of frequencies between 520 MHz and 

694 MHz These changes will also be made gradually, over a period 

of 2 years, starting in late 2012.

It is not only Digital TV transmitters that need to move out of the 

frequencies above 694 MHz. ALL wireless audio systems will need 

to vacate this band too, and operate only between 520 MHz and 

694 MHz.

Stage 4

The area shown in red is the range of frequencies known as the 

Digital Dividend, and this is the range of frequencies from which all 

wireless audio systems will need to be moved.



Let’s introduce a couple of terms that will become a part of our 

vocabulary as the Digital Dividend approaches.

This is a graphical representation of the frequencies inside the 

Digital Dividend showing how they will be used.

There will be a Guard Band 9MHz wide at each end of the Digital 

Dividend. This is to provide some protection to the active Digital 

Dividend frequencies from interference from adjacent services. 

There is also another 8 MHz at the top end of the Digital Dividend 

which may be used by other services, but no decision on its actual 

use has yet been determined. 

The two yellow bands show the “Uplink” block of frequencies, 

45 MHz wide, and the “Downlink” block of frequencies, also 

45 MHz wide.

“Uplink” is the signal from the mobile device to the base station

“Downlink” is the signal from the base station to the mobile device

You will see that there is a Mid Band Gap, shown in green, between 

these two blocks. This is to protect the two blocks from interfering 

with each other.

Subject to real world testing, it may be that the guard bands and the 

mid band gap are able to be used in some way for wireless audio 

systems, perhaps in “less critical” applications.

This is the make-up of the Digital Dividend



How will the frequencies of the TV transmitters 

be “Re-stacked”? 

Because of the nature of digital modulation techniques, Digital TV 

stations can be allocated to adjacent channels, allowing them to be 

stacked up together, with no gaps of unused frequencies between 

them.

Frequency planning has been done to allow for 6 TV  stations in 

each market. At 7 MHz each, this means a group of TV stations will 

effectively cover a band of frequencies 42 MHz (6 x 7) wide.

In the major TV markets, the main transmitters will be in the VHF 

band, between 174 and 230 MHz, as they are now, with a 14 MHz gap 

in the middle to allow for DAB Radio Broadcasting. The VHF band has 

no impact on wireless audio systems, unless they are VERY old.

In the regional TV markets, and also as in-fill in the major markets, 

UHF TV transmission will be used. A block of 42 MHz will be allocated 

to each market or region. The table (below left) shows the frequencies 

for each of these blocks.

Wireless audio systems will need to be used outside the frequency 

blocks that are in use for TV in any particular area. 

 

In the middle of 2013 final plans were announced for which frequency 

block has been allocated to which area(s). Some areas have been 

allocated two or even three 42MHz blocks for Digital TV, which will 

make it difficult for wireless microphones to operate in these areas. 

You can find the Digital Television Channel Chart on the  

ACMA website. 

You can find out what frequencies to use for your wireless audio 

systems anywhere in Australia by going  

to www.frequencyfinder.com.au.

TV Channel Re-Stacking

TV channels will fully occupy at least one light green block in a TV service area. 
Complete by the end of 2014.

http://www.frequencyfinder.com.au


The chart below shows some of the various activities that are a part 

of the whole process and when they are planned to happen.

You can see that the major processes of planning and implementing 

new channel allocations are staged over a period of a couple of 

years.

“DD Day” is December 31, 2014.

By this time every TV transmitter and every wireless audio system 

needs to have moved to below 694 MHz. From January 1, 2015, 

your wireless audio system must be operating between 520 MHz 

and 694 MHz.

Digital Dividend



The Australian Wireless Audio Group, AWAG, has been formed 

to ensure that the interests of the “wireless audio industry” are 

well represented to the ACMA and the Department of Broadband, 

Communications and the Digital Economy. 

The members of AWAG are largely the companies importing & 

distributing the major wireless audio system brands, and some large 

users.

AWAG operates within a larger group called The Australian 

Commercial & Entertainment Technologies Association, known 

as ACETA.

A large part of the job for AWAG as the digital dividend approaches 

will be to educate the industry about the necessity to plan for these 

changes before they happen.

AWAG is discussing with ACMA the funding of the development and 

deployment of this education programme.

There are estimated to be over 100,000 wireless audio systems in 

use in Australia, and it will take a couple of years to change them all 

over. For this reason, it is important that all wireless audio system 

users start to plan for the changeover as soon as they possibly can.

The Australian Communications and Media Authority has a web 

page which addresses issues specifically around wireless audio 

system operators and the Digital Dividend. It is updated as new 

information comes to hand, so is worth bookmarking for ready 

reference.

http://www.acma.gov.au


Sennheiser is always happy to hear from you whenever you have 

enquiries about the Digital Dividend and how it might impact your 

operations. Please don’t hesitate to call us on 

02 9910 6700 or email us at sales@sennheiser.com.au

Keep up to date here…

http://www.sennheiser.com.au.
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